Proven on field
and grassland

Vom Ackerbau auf‘s Grünland

You are always
on the safe side
with us !

GÜTTLER ist Pionier der „Rückfestigung“.
Als Fritz GÜTTLER 1976 die Prismenwalze® entwickelte
und patentierte, stand dabei das Leitbild der idealen
Bodenstruktur im Ackerbau an vorderster Stelle.
Die Walze mit dem goldenen Huftritt® ist mittlerweile
ein stehender Begriff. Seit 2002 setzt sie sich auch auf
Grünland durch!
Von 1,50 bis 12,40 m Arbeitsbreite.

Johannes Sams,
Neumarkt am Wallersee,
Austria, reports:
"We regularly resow our grassland.
The rolling with the smooth roller afterwards
brought but only unsatisfactory results.
Since we use the Matador 30 E / S,
the rises are suffi cient.

The rollers with the
"Golden Hooves".
The Original. Since 1978

Also we notice a tillering by the roller,
and new sowing succeeds best.
Meanwhile, we are also rolling in agriculture
all crops with the Matador and achieve very
high and above all, very even fi eld emergence,
as we weren' t used to know. Despite 1300 mm
of rainfall per year siltation is no issue.
My initial scepticism has turned
meanwhile into the conviction that this has
been a worthwhile investment!"
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Consultancy/advice by

Certainly more vital stocks!

Leading in Soil Structure:
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The self-cleaning
Prisma roller

The rollers with the
"Golden Hooves"

What makes this roller so special:

Even our grandfathers appreciated the
hoofprint of a sheep flock.

The typical prism tips on the circumference!
Two differently sized half stars always work
together in pairs: the smaller one sits on the axle,
the 5 cm larger one runs on the hub of the smaller
one:
• Below, in the soil, both are standing at
the same level, and have so the same
ground pressure
• When unrolling, the larger half
prism ring pushes up through
by 5 cm
• The smaller half prism ring
turns faster than the bigger one:
These relative movements of the
both half stars cause the famous
self-cleaning power of our rollers.

In agriculture:
Air

Heat

Winter barley - rolled after sowing
Firm below - loose above, no siltation

Winter seeds rolled in spring: encourages tillering, crusts break
and keeps moisture in the soil.

The seeds always stay safe in the soil

For a safe and fast fi eld emergence, the seed needs
the three factors 1. Heat
2. Air
3. Water
With GÜTTLER rollers you will achieve all three factors
for sure - in an ideal balance with each other!

This is ensured by the movement way of the
prism points in the seedbed:
1

vertical immersion into soil

2

Small horizontal movement
backwards - this causes the
known selection effect of
the GÜTTLER rollers:
Fine earth trickles down,
coarse crumbs move to the
top (comparable to the effect
of a harrow or comb tine).

Two sizes are available:
Ø 33 und 38 cm
Used in the Mediana series about 230 kg / m
(as attachment in the tractor three-point hydraulic,
front or rear)
Ø 45 und 50 cm
Used in the series
• Matador - three-point roller for front and rear,
approx. 330 kg / m
• OffSet, Mayor, Master, Magnum trailed rollers with
chassis and drawbar, approx. 500 to 550 kg / m

• Recompaction of the seedbed,
lower risk of hibernation. The loose,
crumbly surface prevents slurries.

Water

An ideal seedbed

3

Not this way ...
Firm and fine aboverisk of slurrying!

... but like that!
Firm and fi ne below Loosely crumbly on the top

Rolled in October –
stable crumb structure

The same stock
End of February

Vertical withdrawal out of
soil - the seeds stay into the
soil

It was widespread, to let graze the
winter seed by sheeps in the late fall.
The benefit of the hoove prints was
clear on the hand:

• Stimulation of tillering before
winter, more vital stocks
moving direction

On grassland:
The hoof print
1

3

2

• Creates a denser sward
• Brings the reseeding into soil
for sure!
This is exactly what you take in
advantage by the hoofprint effect
if using the GÜTTLER roller with its
305 prism points per square meter!

Even bigger diameters and even more weight?
That could easily be realized!
However, more than 40 years of experience teach us:
Our soils usually do not suffer from lack of
re-compaction, but from too strong compression
through heavy vehicles.
Not to forget:
Larger diameter = larger contact surface =
lower recompaction
Higher machine weight = risk of soil sealing,
lack of oxygen in the root area

On grassland: leaf and knot injuries activate tillering
strongly.

The rollers with the
“Golden Hooves”
The Original. Since 1978

